DuraVision™ Convex Mirror Installation Guide:

1. Assemble as per diagram shown below.
2. Tension Nyloc Nut as necessary (do not over tighten, as damage may occur to aluminium handle).

Installation Guides:
- Indoor Standard Convex Mirror
- Indoor Space Saver Convex Mirror
- Indoor Full Dome Convex Mirror
- Indoor Half Dome Convex Mirror
- Indoor Quarter Dome Convex Mirror
- Outdoor Heavy Duty Convex Mirror
- Outdoor De Luxe Convex Mirror
- Outdoor Pro Series Convex Mirror
- Inspection Convex Mirrors
- Food Processing Convex Mirrors
- School Mirror Set
- Corrections Dome With Frame
- Corrections Half Dome With Frame
- Corrections Quarter Dome With Frame

Cleaning Guides:
- Acrylic Mirror
- Stainless Steel Mirror
- Polycarbonate Mirror

DuraVision™ Mirror Systems

Find our more about the great range of DuraVision Mirror Systems at our website...

www.duravision.net
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